A collaboration between Interni and Milano Contract District. An event that took stock of the present progress and growth opportunities (in architecture) of the Lombardy capital.

THE RISING CITY

A: Milano Contract District, the center of design specializing in the contract sector, in mid-November many people gathered to talk about the Milan that exists today, and the Milan of tomorrow. The host was Lorenzo Boveri, general manager of MCD, who covered the experiences of the space on Via Marcellino Melloni, which has become a reference point for large-scale projects in the city and elsewhere. Giulia Begardi, editor of Interni and the Annual Contract supplement, explained the relationship between this sector and design. Furniture companies: "It is a constantly growing segment, also thanks to the contribution of architects and other figures in the world of design, who are increasingly aware of the need to create turnkey projects. "Talking about all the potential of Milan, the rising city," the alderman for culture Filippo Del Corso discussed the effective rising profile of the city, thanks to the many towers that have been built in recent years, and suburban and outskirts as places in a phase of evolution. Andrea Bertoni was the star chef for the evening, while the images of contemporary Milan by Stefano Tornaboni, with the direction of Tavolai for the editing, fully conveyed the meaning and impact of the conference. Patrizia Costantini extended the concept metaphorically to include the rising appeal of the metropolis not only for its inhabitants, but also for an international audience that is increasingly interested in seeing what is happening in the changing city. Scarona Collardi, director of the urban planning department of the City of Milan, concluded the session with a precise description of future projects: rail infrastructure for an ecologically sustainable city, new housing for sensitive areas,